
Log Home concept



individuaL Life styLe
create your own unique home with our solutions that are included in the standard delivery or modify 
the design with our collection of additional products.

We have delivered homes to every continent, to 48 countries so far, and specialize in tailor-made 
designs. there are as many different artichouse homes as there are our customers.  



WHat WiLL your Home Look Like?
tHere is pLenty to cHoose from WitH articHouse

the internal finishes can be chosen between be our rustic log paneling, ceiling paneling and floor 
boarding. different atmospheres can be created by staining the wood to the color you choose. the 
walls and ceilings can also be plastered and painted to the color you wish for, if the paneling is 
replaced by gypsum board.

these two cabins are very similar in design, but the interior atmosphere is different because of the 
different treatment of wooden surfaces and choice of furniture. the plastered walls emphasize the 
wooden framed windows. 



door seLection
the exterior doors complement the architecture of the house and should be in harmony with the 
overall design: it should look inviting on the outside and be a natural part of the entrance hall on the 
inside.

 

a vast selection of handles is available. the door handles are of similar design as the window 
handles. Lockable handles will be delivered for our uk deliveries.

neW yorkLuxemburg London amsterdamtokyo
*Standard

the doors can be stained or painted to the same colors and treatments as our exterior windows.

Here are two examples of the 
same door design - other is 
painted with a dark grey paint 
and the other has a translucent 
treatment

the raw material is slow grown nordic pine.
*Standard



Here are exampLes of tHe various 
door designs We can suppLy

vertical paneling gives the external doors a more narrow appearance

on the contrary, horizontal paneling makes the doors seem wider than they are

Lattices can be included in all door designs with a window

fishbone pattern gives the doors a distinctive look

there are also various custom designs available 

*Standard



terrace & baLcony doors 
terrace doors create an unobstructed access between the warm area and terrace of the house. 
there are multiple different designs available: double doors, sliding doors and folding doors. 

folding doors can be opened and retracted fully to create a large open passage on warm summer 
days. our customers are always free to choose the terrace door of their preference. 

double doors are the easiest of 
doors for children to use and suit 
very well for traditional designs. 

sliding doors frame the outside view beautifully without having 
such thick frames as double doors. 

*Standard:  
wooden surface

*Additional:  
aluminium cladding



internaL doors
our internal doors complement the other wooden surfaces of the house. the doors can be delivered 
untreated or varnished and there is a vast selection of handles available. 

our standard handle is shown in this picture, metal lever with a wooden handle.

stairs 
the standard artichouse stairs are made of sturdy finnish pine, just like our log walls. the standard 
surface treatment is clear varnish. our stairs are always designed to be safe and easy to use.  



contrast can be created by staining the steps to a darker color. depending on your wishes, we can also design and supply the stairs painted or varnished to the 
color of your choice. the color of the stairs can reflect the overall color scheme of the room. 

glass railings allow light to travel freely and do not obstruct the view in the room.



articHouse WindoWs 
our windows are always finished to the highest standard. northern, slow-grown pine is a great 
material for the windows because of its high durability. trickle ventilators can be installed to all win-
dows if this is locally required. 

a vast selection of handles is available. the window handles are of similar design as the exterior 
door handles. Lockable handles will be delivered for our uk deliveries.

neW yorkLuxemburg London amsterdamtokyo 
*Standard

our standard window is a double glazed dk-window. these inward opening windows can 
be tilted from the top or opened completely to the side. 

We can supply also triple glazed and aluminium clad windows if your building site is exposed to 
heavy driving rain and low maintenance is required. 

the windows can be stained or painted to the same colors and treatments as our exterior doors.

*Standard

*Additional: DK 2 ALU*Additional: DK 3

the raw material is slow grown nordic pine.
*Standard

*Additional: DK 3 ALU



additionaL products:  
exterior treatment 

We can include tikkurila treatments for the external treating of wooden surfaces of your home.
the water soluble valtti akvacolor & valtti base (for priming) are by far their best products for ex-
ternal wooden surfaces. there is a wide range of colors available. digital monitors and displays 
always distort the colors to a certain extent, please ask for a color chart and we will send it to you 
by mail. 

vaLtti akvacoLor by tikkuriLa

additionaL products: roofing

We can supply a top of the line roofing 
system from the finnish manufacturer icopal. 
our roofing kit includes icopal bitumen felt 
with accessories:

• Plano XL or Plano Pro bitumen felt

• Plano Pro Combi (ridge/eaves strip)

• Plano (underlayment) TL4

• Tin plates for eaves – sides & gables

• Rubber bitumen glue for eaves

 the octagonal plano pro is available in 
multiple colors

 the wider rectangular plano xL is available 
in graphite grey and black anthracite.



additionaL products:  
made-to-measure deLivery 

a log home includes a lot of timber framing at 
site. in our standard deliveries, the timber fram-
ing is delivered to the building site in full lengths, 
with cutting instructions marked in the drawings 
and material lists. 

to radically reduce the time required for building 
our kit, we can supply the structural timber as 
made-to-measure to the building site. 

please ask for more information and we will 
calculate the additional cost for preparing the 
structural timbers to exact lengths at our factory 
before delivery.  


